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• Banks have accounts with the BoE

• BoE can mark up/down these accounts, creates/destroys central bank 
deposits (=reserves) in the process.

• Quantitative easing: reserves for financial assets.
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HM Treasury’s operations

• Government spending: BoE marks up accounts of receiving banks, 
these mark up accounts of receiving customers.

• BoE “receives” UK Treasury (t-)bonds from HM Treasury for every £ 
spent on behalf of the government.

• Banks can swap excess reserves for t-bonds with the Debt 
Management Office on the primary market.

• BoE supplies banks with reserves as demanded, otherwise bank 
transfers will bounce, impairing the payment system.
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Fiscal expansion and unemployment
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• Government spending works through BoE marking up bank’s accounts 
(reserves)  no budget constraint.

• Government can buy all labour, goods & services and assets (QE) it is 
offered. It might drive wages and thus inflation up at some point.

• Where that point is we can only guess (NAIRU, full employment).

• The limit of government spending is the availability of resources.

• If government spends more in times of full employment, the BoE will 
increase interest rates to release resources that would have gone to 
private investment.

• In all other times, public spending should crowd-in private investment.
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Discussion

• Tim Congdon criticised MMT in a newsletter from Oct 21, 2019.

• Tim Congdon agrees with creation of money “out of thin air” and 
“free lunch”, but warns it “must be heavily qualified in practice”.

• Md = P * L (r, Y)
• „demand to hold real money balances is finite“,

• „[e]xcessive rate of growth of nominal money balances causes inflation.”

• Demand to hold real money balances may be finite, but every $ spent 
by the government is offset with a $ worth of t-bonds!

• Inflation is caused by rising wages, not excess supply of money.

• Rising wages are caused by rising demand, causing increases in M3.
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How should monetary 
policy be organized 
to deliver price stability? 

Obviously, there must be a middle way, a rate of 
money growth consistent with low inflation/price 
stability. The challenge is to have a rigorous model 
that enables monetary policy-makers to monitor –
among other things – developments in the banking 
industry as a means of delivering, with precision, the 
right rate of growth of the quantity of money. 

We will discover that, in a limited sense, 
the MMT theorists are right. © 2019, Tim 

Congdon, IIMR



Discussion

• “All that the state has to do, if it needs to stimulate a depressed 
economy, is to borrow from the banking system and thereby to create 
new balances, and to buy something/anything with the new balances 
from the non-bank private sector etc. (And – for those who still 
struggle with these points – there is no need to expand the budget 
deficit. The state can buy existing assets from the non-bank private 
sector, including the long-dated government debt that the private 
sector owns. Public debt and the budget deficit are then unchanged, 
but the composition of the debt has changed and the quantity of 
money has increased.)“
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Discussion

• MMT view on QE (and monetary policy): it does not work properly.
• Why should people spend more if their portfolio is more liquid (after QE)?

• Why should firms invest more if interest rates are lower (but demand not 
higher)?

• GDP and employment are determined by production, which is 
determined by total expenditure (not total money growth).
• Firms increase output if they expect to be able to sell more. They don’t care 

about the liquidity of households (and hence QE).

• During the boom, M3 growth and real GDP growth plus inflation strongly 
correlate - but not in the bust.

• Total expenditure can be and is influenced by government spending, 
which creates additional incomes by spending more.
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Discussion
(M3 from Fed, not Shadowstats)

M3 growth of 4-4.5% would have 
been contractionary in all years 
outside of recessions except 91-96. 
Unemployment would have been 
significantly higher. 
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• MMT is not about “bank financing the Federal deficit”, though.

• MMT is about the right size of government spending, not about how
it is financed (Fed always credits banks’ accounts).

• More government spending does not equal a bigger state or public 
sector.

• More government spending can increase innovation in private sector 
(crowding-in) and productivity (better and cheaper public services).

• Unemployment can be reduced by reducing working hours, too.

• Targets: full employment, price stability & sustainable economy
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• Thank you.
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